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Abstract 

 
The extensive use of Computed Tomography (CT) and the associated increase in patient dose calls 

for an accurate dose evaluation technique. The CT contributes up to 70% of the total dose given to  

patients during X-ray examinations. The rapid advancements in CT technology are placing new 

demands on the methods and equipment that are used for quality assurance. The wide beam widths 

found in CT scanners with multiple beam apertures make it impossible to use existing CT ionization 

chambers to measure the total dose given to the patient. Using a standard 10 cm CT ionization 

chamber may result in inaccurate measurements due to underestimation of the dose profile for wide 

beams. The use a CT dose profiler based on solid-state technology and the Piranha electrometer 

from RTI electronics provides a potential solution to the arising concerns over patient dose. This 

study  intend to evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of CT Dose Index (CTDI) and Dose Length 

Product (DLP) values for a head tomography reported by the manufacturers of the CT scanners at 

each study. 
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1. - Introduction. 
 
Modern CT scanners provide two dose parameters that both became available by the 

scanner manufacturers around 2001: the Volume CTDI (CTDIvol) measured in mGy, and 

the dose-length product (DLP) measured in mGy-cm. CTDIvol is a measure of the average 

dose within the scan volume to a standardized phantom. The total amount of radiation 

delivered to a standardized phantom is represented by the DLP, which is the product of 

CTDIvol and the scan length. 

 

In 1981, Shope et al., introduced the CTDI as a metric to quantify the radiation output from 

a CT examination consisting of multiple contiguous CT scans (ie, multiple adjacent 

transverse rotations of the x-ray tube along the patient longitudinal axis). This means that 
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the CTDI is defined as the integral of the single scan radiation dose profile along the z-axis, 

normalized to the thickness of the imaged section (―slice thickness‖). In the same reference, 

showed that with corrections for scan spacing, the CTDI can estimate Multiple Scan 

Average Dose (MSAD) in a standardized, convenient manner. CTDI is usually measured 

with a pencil-shaped ionization chamber, although methods have been developed that use 

alternative detectors, including an optically stimulated luminescence probe and a solid-state 

real-time detector.  

 

1.1.- Theoretical basis. 

Because CT is an X-ray based imaging technique that increasingly gives a significant 

contribution to the patient dose, it is of major importance to have Quality Assurance (QA) 

procedures with high validity is updated with the growing development of new techniques 

in CT. In CT the most common parameter for estimating the radiation dose is the CTDI. 

CTDI is the integral of air-Kerma along the rotational symmetry axis for the X-ray tube, 

here denoted z, divided with the number of simultaneously acquired slices, N, of nominal 

thickness T: 

 

 

     (1) 

 

 

Where the L in eq. (1) defines the length over which the integral is made, ideally the length 

of integration should be equal or longer than the actual physical air-Kerma profile width.  

 

The CTDI quantity can be interpreted as the radiation energy deposited in a slice with a 

thickness corresponding to the nominal beam collimation thickness. The dose inside the 

slice is the CTDI and the dose outside the slice is excluded (see figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1.- The dose inside the slice is the CTDI and the dose outside the slice is excluded. 

There are a number of different quantities related to CTDI. The most common are 

summarized in the table below: (see the CT Dose Profiler-Users Manual-English-6.2A) 
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Symbol Quantity Remarks 

CTDI CT Dose Index General dose description for CT 

MSAD Multiple Scan Average Dose As CTDI but corrected for pitch 

CTDI100 CTDI (100) Current definition of CTDI 

CTDIw Weighted CTDI Main descriptor of local dose 

CTDIvol Volume CTDI As CTDIw but corrected for pitch 

DLP Dose Length Product Includes the irradiated volume and 

represents the overall exposure for an 

examination 

 

In single slice CT (figure 1) the expression for CTDI is defined (in mGy) as: 

 

 

 

 

  

where T is the nominal beam collimation thickness in mm and D(z) is the dose profile. On 

the y-axis the quantity is relative dose. CTDI100 is acquired by reducing the integral to go 

between -50 and 50. 

 

For Multiple Slide CT (MSCT), CTDI is defined in equation (1), where N is the number of 

detectors and T is the width of a detector. 

 

CTDIw represents an average value of the CTDI100 inside a phantom (this requires five 

measurements, one in each hole): 

 

 

 

 

a) In the case of single slice CT, the slice thickness is determined by the width of the 

detector. 

b) The slice thickness in MSCT is determined by the number of detectors and the 

widths of the detectors. 

 

In spiral CT there is an additional factor called the CT pitch factor. It is defined as the table 

movement per gantry rotation: 

 

 

 

 

where d is the distance in mm that the couch moves between consecutive serial scans or 

per 360º rotation in helical scanning, N is the number of detectors and T is the detector 

thickness in mm. 

CTDIvol is the same as CTDIw but with respect to the pitch factor in helical (spiral) 

scanning: 
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The dose-length product, DLP, includes the irradiated volume and represents the overall 

exposure for an examination and is calculated as following: 

 

 

 

where L is the scan length of a certain examination. 

 

CTDIvol is conceptually similar to the MSAD but is standardized with respect to the 

integration limits (±50 mm) and the factor used to convert the exposure or air kerma 

measurement to dose in air. CTDIvol represents the dose within the scan volume from a 

particular scan protocol for a standardized phantom. It is a measure of the scanner output 

and not patient dose. International Electrotechnical Commisions (IEC) standard 60601-2-44 

requires that the CTDIvol be displayed on the console of modern CT scanners before the 

scan is initiated (See IEC. (2002). Medical electrical equipment, part 2-44). 

 

The purpose of this work was to evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of CTDI and DLP 

values for a head tomography reported by the manufacturers of the CT scanners at each 

study using a CT dose profiler probe based on solid-state technology and the Piranha 

electrometer from RTI electronics. 

 

2.- MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Clinical protocols were investigated for head CT examinations using typical scan ranges. 

The CT protocols investigated were in helical simulation mode on General Electric CT 

Light Speed RT scanner, kV max: 140 kV, I max: 380 mA. Comparing the DLP and CTDI 

values shown in the studies investigated with those obtained with the experimental 

arrangement shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2.- Experimental arrangement 

The equipments used in the experimental arrangement are: 
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1. A General Electric CT Light Speed RT scanner. 

2. A CT Dose Profiler (CTDP) probe. 

3. The Piranha electrometer from RTI Electronics and the Ocean Software. 

4. A PMMA head phantom 

 

The CT Dose Profiler (CTDP) probe is a highly advanced point dose probe designed to fit 

into the standard phantoms to evaluate computed tomography systems. There is no limit to 

the slice width that users can measure with the CTDP. When using this probe for CTDI 

measurements, the traditional five axial scans with an ion chamber are replaced with one 

helical (spiral) scan with the CTDP probe in the center hole of the phantom head (Figure 3). 

The CT Dose Profiler replaces the conventional TLD and OSL methods or film for dose 

profile measurements. The CT Dose Profiler probe is designed to be used with the Piranha 

X-ray electrometer and a PC running the Ocean 2014 software. 

 

 

Figure 3.- The CT head phantom on the head support and the CTDP probe in the center 

hole with the connector pointing towards the couch and connected with the Piranha 

detector. 

 

 

A CT Dose Profiler (RTI Electronics, Mölndal, Sweden) equipped with 2 × 2 × 0.3 mm 

solid-state detector chip was used for measurement of absorbed dose. The output signal of 

the detector probe was connected to an X-ray electrometer (Piranha, RTI Electronics) and 

dosimetry information stored on a laptop computer running Ocean software (RTI 

Electronics) (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4.- Dosimetry information in Ocean software. 

 

 

3.- RESULTS 

The data of the analysis to some clinical protocols are shown in table 1: 

 

Table 1.- Clinical Scan Parameters for the CT Examinations Studied. Standard 

parameters: 120 kVp – 10 mA 

Type Scan range 

[mm] 

CTDIvol  

[mGy] 

DLP 

[mGy-cm] 

Helical I91.750-S155.750 22.4 596.19 

Helical I150.00-S185.00 24.93 886.8 

Helical I252.00-S168.00 14.14 660.23 

Helical I160.500-S99.500 22.44 629.85 

 

 

The results of measurements with the experimental arrangement are shown below: 

Real time display     This report was created with Ocean. 

Test date: 22/05/2015 
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Test equipment used 
 

Meter(s):   Piranha S/N CB2-13010824 

Electrometer(s):  PiranhaCTDP S/N DP2-13040016 

4.- DISCUSSION 

The values of CTDIvol and DLP displayed by the manufacturer of the CT in the analyzed 

clinical studies differ from the values obtained with Piranha and the CTDP, however, to 

obtain the averages of both parameters observe that the values of CTDIvol are very similar,  

and the values of DLP differ by more than 100%; this last is explained by the way to 

perform the image study of head since physician always ask that the scan become a little 

larger than the head, which affects the calculation of the DLP that performs the CT. The 

values of DLP obtained with the experimental arrangement use exactly the size of the 

phantom head, from there these results. If in analyzed clinical studies will conform strictly 

to the size of the head, the results would be similar. 

 

A quicker way to perform quality assurance has been introduced by using the CT Dose 

Profiler probe and the Ocean 2014 software. To be able to use it, the k-factor must be 

known for the CT-unit and the type of phantom that is used for the measurement. A number 

of k-factors for common CT-units are used by the software and listed in the Appendix k-

factors (see CT Dose Profiler User's Manual 2014-06-23/6.2A). 

 

5.- CONCLUSIONS 

The displayed CTDIvol given by a manufacturer may be a representative figure for that 

model and not the value measured on the particular CT scanner (see International Standard 

IEC 60601-2-44. Particular requirements for the safety of x-ray equipment for computed 

tomography, International Standard, Geneva, Switzerland, International Electrotechnical 

Commission, 2002).  

 

To measure the CTDI100 with the CT Dose Profiler in the center hole of a head phantom 

with one helical scan exposure and then multiply it with the k-factor to get CTDIw and 

CTDIvol and then calculate DLP is, of course, faster than doing the five exposures with the 

pencil ion chamber. With the CT Dose Profiler you can also see a visible image of the dose 

profile that will tell you if something is wrong with the system. CTDIvol provides a very 

useful way to compare the doses delivered by various scan protocols or to achieve a 

specific level of image quality for a specific size patient. CTDIvol can be used to prescribe 

the right dose for a specific patient size and diagnostic task. However, CTDIvol and DLP 

values cannot be used as a surrogate for patient dose, either in epidemiologic assessments 

of potential late effects or for potential deterministic effects. Neither CTDIvol nor its 

derivative, dose-length product DLP, should be used to estimate effective dose or potential 

cancer risk for any individual patient. In conclusion, it is imperative that measures of the 

radiation output of a CT system can be easily and practically measured in a consistent and 

robust form. CTDIvol and DLP meet these criteria. The CTDIvol and DLP parameters tells 

the medical physicist precisely how the machine was operated, and it can be used, in 
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conjunction with information regarding patient size and the scanned anatomy, to estimate 

patient dose. The CTDI and DLP values are not, however, patient dose estimator. 
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